Whistleblowers
Associate Professor Steve Bolsin is currently the Director of the Division of Perioperative Medicine, Anaesthesia and Pain Management at the Geelong Hospital, Barwon
Health, Victoria. Professor Bolsin was previously Consultant Anaesthesist at the Bristol
Royal Infirmary, England. He arrived in Australia in 1995. Following his appointment at
Geelong Hospital, he introduced cardiac surgery to that hospital and developed the acute
and chronic pain management service—the first in Victoria.
Whilst working as a Consultant Anaesthesist at the Bristol Royal Infirmary, Professor
Bolsin was responsible for identifying the very high mortality in the paediatric cardiac
surgery service in that hospital. His actions led to the longest running disciplinary hearing
in the history of the GMC and to a public inquiry (= an Australian royal commission)
which reported in September 2001 http://www.bristol-inquiry.org.uk/.
That introduction underlines some of the problems around whistleblowing and the
investigation of whistleblowing, specifically the time and the costs of investigating. It is a
very real problem. I am not sure that we actually have the time or the money to
investigate all complaints: how we do it has to be worked out very carefully.
I will talk about compensation as one of the hooks for the legal members of the audience,
but I am mainly going to tell you about the processes of hospital safety and
performance—the issues we need to understand at the moment.
The costs of adverse events in health care
There are a lot of problems. If anybody reads the Medical Journal of Australia they will
have read this week that Stephen Duckett, sent up to Queensland to deal with safety in the
Queensland health care system under Peter Beatti e, has identified, from a detailed study
of adverse events in the Victorian health care system, that preventable health care adverse
events in Australian health care are costing us, at a conservative estimate, about a billion
dollars a year. This happens every year that we do nothing about it.
http://www.mja.com.au/public/issues/184_11_050606/ehs11107_fm.html. His figures are
for 2003-2004. Previous figures have estimated slightly less for the mid-’90s and the late
‘90s. So it is a continuing problem and one we have to begin to deal with.
Wasting $1bn each year on doing things wrongly
I don’t think there is a health care system in the world that can afford to waste a billion
Australian dollars annually on doing things wrong.
The American evidence is that as many as a hundred thousand patients die every year due
to errors in their health care systems. The annual cost of that is between US$17bn and
US$29bn. We all know that they can’t afford to insure or provide health cover for all of
their population. You can imagine where such savings could be funneled into the wider
provision of health care.
The profession’s difficulties in dealing with adverse events
Part of the problem is that the medical profession is not actually good at dealing with
mistakes, errors or health care processes that don’t actually deliver the outcome they are
supposed to deliver. Part of that is a problem around ‘incident reporting’ and that leads, in
some cases, to whistleblowing.
I want to look at the ethics behind those processes and indicate that, if we want to be
ethical in our behaviour as medical practitioners, then we actually have to do these things.
We will then find that, whatever moral philosophy we are using, consequentialist or
rights-based reasoning, we will come to the same conclusion: that we have to make health
care safer and that the responsibility for that is on the professionals involved.
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The profession’s standards of ethics
It is not just my saying, as a whistleblower, that there are problems with the ethical
standards of the medical profession. Sir Donald Irvine, the immediate past president of
the General Medical Council, presided over the Bristol inquiry. He concluded, not way
back in history, but this year, that the medical profession can be “paternalistic”, that it has
been “secretive” and that it has been “self-protective”1. He says, “a gap has opened up in
the last 20 years between the secretive, paternalistic and self-protective culture of the
profession and public expectations”. He doesn’t believe that this should be the case.
There are more clear examples of a deterioration in the profession’s ethical behaviour. A
study was undertaken by John Goldie, a GP in Glasgow who provides the ethical training
for medical students at Glasgow University. He gave a series of medical students on their
first day (old school children but very young medical students) a series of moral and
ethical dilemmas and asked them what their decision was? What reasoning they were
using to come to a conclusion? And if would they do anything about it2? The series
comprised about six or seven scenarios carefully worked out by philosophers, ethicists
and moralists around the world. They are included as an appendix to this paper, so you
yourself can decide, if you really want to, how ethical you are.
He found that, on the first day at medical school, our ex-school children could reason
ethically correctly in 40 per cent of the scenarios. On their last day of medical school,
when they were nearly young doctors, 40 per cent could reason ethically correctly. There
had been no improvement during the course of their training at a medical school known
to be particularly good at ethical training.
Not doing the right thing
Even more worrying was that, when asked on the last day if they would “do the right
thing”, the number had dropped from 13 to 5 per cent. Importantly, 87 percent wouldn’t
have done the right thing in the first place! Somehow, we select into our medical schools
people who might not necessarily be prepared to do the things we want them to do, as
doctors, to save this billion dollars a year which we need to save.
Are we selecting into medical school the non-boat-rockers, the conformists, the people
who aren’t going to improve our health care system?
The hidden curriculum
We have known about the problem of ethical training in Medicine for a long time.
Medical educationalists have been writing since 1989; about the ‘hidden curriculum’3.
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This hidden curriculum is how doctors learn ethics—not in the green lawns of the
universities where our medical schools are sited, but instead at the feet of their role
models, the junior doctors who are so busy and so caught up in their job that they tell
them, “You don’t do it the way you were taught. You do it this way because it is the only
way that works; if you want to get your job next year, you don’t report that because the
consultant will stop you getting that job”. They very easily and very effectively learn this
hidden curriculum, this counter-curriculum of medical ethics.
Which moral philosophies underlie medical ethics?
What are the moral philosophies which underpin the medical ethics we want doctors to
have? There are many we could use. We could use, for example, consequentialist
reasoning.
I lived in Bentham House in University College where I learned medicine. Jeremy
Bentham started the school of utilitarianism: in making a decision, you should decide
which outcome of your decision provides the greater moral good or the greater moral
evil. Bentham was unusual in that he was not religious; as an atheist, what he wanted was
the best for society; he judged that according to the greater moral good and the greater
moral evil.
Consequentialism
On this basis, consequentialism could actually lead us to deny the truth. Take the example
put up by an ethical study centre in the US: if the cost of a medical negligence suit was to
be so high as to put a valuable service out of business—let’s say that the oxygen supply
of a neonatal intensive care centre failed one night and 20 children were deprived of
oxygen and suffered non-fatal permanent brain damage. That would be so costly to your
institution that the greater moral good might actually be perpetrated by not telling
anybody about the accident: you keep your much-needed neonatal unit by denying the
truth for that period of time.
Consequentialist reasoning could, therefore, lead us down that track if we wanted it to. It
is not that impossible that we might, indeed, want to do that. That is one of the problems
with the current medical negligence crisis.
Deontological reasoning
We could use deontological reasoning: essentially religious-based reasoning. There are
absolute values in the universe; we have to tell the truth; we have to be honest with our
patients; we have to be honest with our clients. That is how we make our decisions. We
can therefore deny consequentialist reasoning by saying that there are absolute values in
the universe and we will use them to derive our ethical values.
Rights reasoning
We can use rights-based reasoning, introduced by the lawyers and used at the UN and
other places. People have rights: to truth, to knowledge, to their case notes, to all sorts of
opinions. Those are important rights we have to enshrine in the way we deal with our
patients.
Virtue-based reasoning
We can look at virtue-based reasoning: here we want professionals who have wisdom,
courage, conscience—the kinds of values related to integrity and justice, which are the
things that we might want in our professionals, and we can use the nursing values, the
values of care ethics.
So how do we decide to act?
So there is a whole series of ways in which we can decide whether or not we are going to
report incidents, to blow the whistle, or to measure performance. But we have to be
prepared to use that reasoning right throughout our argument; and that is the advantage of
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virtue-based reasoning, which was to a large extent derived in the ‘60s and ‘70s by
female philosophers. I find it an attractive way of approaching the problem.
Training doctors to report
At the Geelong Hospital, I provide our registrars with a portable, programmed, PDA
device that can communicate information to us. We ask them to report incidents that
happen as they carry out their work in their very busy days4. We can achieve 98 per cent
reporting of the incidents occurring to those registrars. That is a very high level of
reporting.
If you remember, 95 per cent of our trainees in England said they didn’t want to report
anything and wouldn’t do the correct thing when it came to reporting incidents. In
Geelong, and also now at the Alfred Hospital and the Peter MacCallum Cancer Centre,
98 per cent of incidents are being reported with this portable digital technology.
Make it easy and people will report these events. There is a technological imperative: you
don’t have to wait for them to get a piece of paper, find an address to write to, write the
report, then photocopy it, then send a duplicate and so on. You can get them to do it in a
few seconds with drop-down menus on a screen. This is one way in which we can
improve the medical and ethical education of our trainees5.
A fiduciary duty to report
We have now gone beyond that. Tom Faunce and I have proposed that not only do they
have a duty to report that information because that is good ethical behaviour, but we have
suggested that there is also a legal duty—a fiduciary duty—because of the imbalance in
the doctor/patient relationship. It might not be restricted to doctors: it might include
nurses, health care managers, other health care providers, device manufacturers who
know that their device may be faulty. There might be a whole string of people who,
because of this imbalance of power, might have to tell patients, for all the right reasons,
when their device or their health care provision has not been up to standard, or if it has
failed, and to tell them promptly.
The “promptly” is important because, as you will see in some of the later slides we will
actually save money if we are prompt. I know it doesn’t sound right, but that is what
happens.
The results of whistleblowing
This is what whistleblowing can do, and I apologise for statistics, tables etc. in a talk of
this nature.
This slide shows that, if you do publicly disclose, a high paediatric mortality rate like this
(the red line) can fall. This surgical centre became better than the national average (the
green dotted line). That was at Bristol, where the disclosures were made. The graph is
actually of lives saved in a centre where somebody was concerned enough to say, "I don’t
think we should be doing this". This is what happens when we measure our performance
in more detail and feed it back to the people providing that service.
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Ed Hannan with Mark Chassin and his group in New York State told hospitals that, if
they wanted to do cardiac surgery in their hospital the next year, they would have to
collect their results and that they would analyse them, feed them back, adjusting the
mortality rates and all those kind of things. They achieved a 40 per cent reduction in
mortality over three years, with an accompanying reduction in costs6.
In New Hampshire, Garry O’Connor set up a voluntary system using exactly the same
data. Lo and behold, he found, within two years, a 40 per cent reduction in mortality7. All
we have to do is collect our mortality data. I am not sure that we can keep that kind of
information about performance improvement away from patients.
Consent and knowledge of performance
Stephen Clarke, from the ANU and currently in Oxford, and Justin Oakley, at Monash,
have produced a more discursive document in the Journal of Medicine and Philosophy.
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Their view is that, if you can’t tell a patient your mortality rate for a procedure and the
mortality rate of the surgeon across the road doing the same procedure, you don’t have
“fully informed consent”8. The objections of the medical profession are, “I don’t
necessarily know his data. You are not comparing like with like. How do you know that
he is operating on the same patients?” All these issues arise.
What we do know is that when the News Day program, the equivalent of A Current Affair
in New York State, asked Mark Chassin (New York Health Department) for all the
details of all the performance of all the surgeons in the state, he said, “I cannot give you
this information. You will ruin my data collection, you will ruin the confidence of the
surgeons in my performance monitoring.” They took him to court, where the judge said,
“You can have the data tomorrow”. The next day, not-risk-adjusted mortality, not
carefully selected apples being compared with apples, but crude mortality rates, for
hospitals and for individual surgeons, were published in the New York papers9. Although
they are now published every year in the New York papers, they have made very little
difference. A few people who were doing a few operations, possibly not very well, have
stopped operating. Everybody else is operating at a 40 per cent lower mortality rate than
they were when the data collection started.
Another way to improve mortality in health care
We can stop these adverse events that are costing us a billion dollars annually—we can
adhere to protocols. In medicine, we have people in expert bodies who will sit down and
say, “If you do this in this way, we think you will get a better outcome”.
This year, for the first time, some people demonstrated that, if you adhered very well to
guidelines, then your mortality rate would be lower.10
The hospitals with 80 to 90 per cent adherence to protocols, had considerably lower
mortality rates than those with 20 to 40 per cent adherence to protocols. These figures
refer to acute coronary syndromes and to myocardial infarction (‘heart attacks’).
This is the first time we have had such data. What they perhaps indicate is that, if
somebody suffers from a serious injury in one of the hospitals that wasn’t adhering to the
protocols, they might have a case that they should have been treated in one of the lower
mortality organisations.
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A new approach to handling adverse outcomes
To what extent are we going to bring that into the way in which we approach people who
are suffering adverse outcomes in the health care system? Are they or are they not part of
the billion dollars? I’m not sure, I don’t know. But we do know what happens if we do
report adverse incidents as they occur. Alan Wolff, who has a three-ward hospital in the
Wimmera, gets reports of adverse incidents and looks at them with a committee. He has
found that if he examines these reports and feeds back clinical improvement protocols, he
can halve the number of adverse events in his hospital11 12.
So by reporting incidents, which we know that 95 per cent of the medical students we are
training will not do, we can actually halve that billion dollar bill. In fact, doing it in an
emergency department can cut, to about a fifth, the number of adverse events in that
department.
Reporting incidents is a good thing to do, even though we might ethically think that
maybe we don’t want to do so. As recently as two years ago, we found in a web survey of
80 per cent of the junior doctors in the UK, that 80 per cent log onto this web site in a
three week period, and that 80 per cent of those had seen an adverse event in the
preceding six weeks but that none of them trusted the reporting systems and wouldn’t
have reported it.
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Telling the patient
Another famous lawyer, Hilary Rodham Clinton, writing in the New England Journal of
Medicine as recently as two weeks ago13, said if we do want to make medicine safer, if
we are committed to that goal, then we have to put the patient in the middle.
http://content.nejm.org/cgi/content/short/354/21/2205??eaf
She cited two studies in which she has looked at ways in which early reporting of
incidents, and early reporting to the patient, of adverse events can reduce the cost of
health care compensation.
One of these reports was from Steve Kraman, who works in a Veterans Administration
hospital in Lexington, Kentucky14. I have been in e-mail correspondence with Steve for a
few years now. For about 19 years what he has done is that, when he gets a report of an
adverse event which is going to leave the patient permanently harmed, he goes to the
patient and says, “Bring your lawyer to my office as soon as you can. We must sort out
compensation because I have discovered that your wound infection is a consequence of
our not giving you antibiotics during the operation. We must now sort out our liability to
you. I am going to do that now with you and your lawyer; we won’t bother about going to
court, but will settle it early.” He has found that, over the first three years his legal bills
went up, but for the next 16 years they have gone down.
He also found that he has eliminated law cases against his hospital. If somebody says,
“Should I sue my hospital because I have got this problem?”, they will be told, “You
don’t have to worry about suing that hospital. They will come to you if they are
responsible for your adverse outcome.” He has been able to bring his legal bill down to
well below what would be expected for his size of hospital. He calls it humanistic risk
management. He puts an ethical title on his risk management program. The problem with
Steve Kraman’s institution is that it is a Veteran Affairs Administration hospital where
the patients have limited rights to sue. Nobody was sure if it would work in an ordinary
public hospital in America.
Another example quoted by Hilary Clinton is in Michigan. By taking the same approach
as Kraman, annual litigation costs have gone down from three million to one million
dollars. The average time for resolution of claims and law suits has gone down from 20.7
months to 9.5 months. The number of claims and law suits has gone down from 262 to
114 over a three-year period. Within four years they have reduced their liability by two
thirds; they have done it by owning up, by getting the incident reports and by sharing
them with the patient and settling as soon as they can.
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Culture change
We are encouraging our registrars with their PDAs to report their incidents to the secure
server15. This allows us to see if we should do anything about it. If we can, then we find
that we can encourage our anaesthetic registrars to that higher standard of reporting. Not
only are they reporting the things that went wrong, but they are also reporting the things
that nearly went wrong. Fifty per cent of what they report didn’t lead to an adverse
outcome, but we can act on that information and prevent it actually happening next time.
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What we have achieved is not just world’s best practice, but cultural change: we are
getting our registrars to report on themselves. They have blown the whistles on their own
performance; they are letting us know when they need help and they are letting us know
when they think they can improve their performance.
Under these circumstances, we think we can provide the technology and the information
they need16.
Whose information is it?
But then the problems arise:
• whose information is it?
• who has access to the information?
• how much of the data can they access?
• do you get just your line of information when you are a patient, or can you get
everybody else’s information?
• can you get the performance chart for the doctor who you think might have
contributed to your adverse event?
• who owns the data base?
• is it the person who pays the subscription?
• is it the person who sets up the data base?
• if it were a state, would it be the state’s information?
• what responsibilities go with owning the data?
• should the owners of the data therefore be controlling qualifications and our
specialist status?
These are questions we don’t know the answers to.
Conclusion
I don’t think that we medical professionals can do that in a vacuum. We need legal help
and we have to be able to do it better and quicker. What we have seen is that, if we are
very open about this information and if we are prepared to use it constructively, then
together we can begin to bring down that bill of one billion dollars we are now spending
every year on less safe health care.
I think that ethics is the key. I disagree with this cartoon. I think that the cash and the
ethics are not going in the wrong direction, but that they are actually going in the same
direction. My feeling is that we can use the ethics to improve the behaviour of doctors, to
reduce the costs of health care, and under those circumstances, I think we all win.
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Appendix
The topics covered by, and the issues involved in, the consensus vignettes
Goldie et al, op. cit.
Request for withdrawal of treatment by a competent, paralysed patient who has
required a ventilator to keep her alive for 3 years and who has no hope of recovery.
Issues
• Patient autonomy, competence
• Withdrawal of treatment
• Legal precedents
• Active voluntary euthanasia or passive voluntary euthanasia
• Beneficence –> paternalism
• Justice (a broad issue re right to die)
Whether to inform a patient with poorly controlled epilepsy, who is opposed to abortion
and birth control, about a new medication that carries a 10% risk of severe birth
defects.
Issues
• Patient autonomy, competence
• Deliberate withholding of treatment
• Right to know
• Beneficence, non-maleficence –> paternalism
• Professional guidelines
How to respond to a seriously injured patient who requires immediate surgery and
blood transfusion, but due to her religion (she is a devout Jehovah’s Witness) will not
consent to transfusion thereby greatly reducing her chance of survival.
Issues
• Patient autonomy vs. professional autonomy
• Respect for others’ beliefs
• Beneficence, non-maleficence –> paternalism
• Rights
• Truth and trust
• Duty to treat emergencies
• Professional guidelines
Whether to report an HIV-positive prostitute who refuses to refrain from acting in
ways that could transmit the virus to her clients.
Issues
• Patient autonomy
• Confidentiality
• Disclosure of information in the interest of others
• Paternalism and trust < – > beneficence and non-maleficence
• Professional guidelines
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Whether to refer a 15-year-old Catholic patient for a termination without her parents’
consent.
Issues
• Patient autonomy, competence
• Confidentiality
• Disclosure of information
• Legal precedents
• Professional guidelines
How to respond to the request for information about her prognosis by an intelligent,
terminally ill 12-year-old patient with leukaemia whose parents are adamant she
should not be informed of her terminal status.
Issues
• Patient autonomy, competence
• legal vs. philosophical view of age
• Information sharing and trust
• Legal precedents
Whether, as the only doctor on a remote island, to accept an inappropriate invitation to
dinner with a patient of the opposite sex.
Issues
• Professional relationships with patients
• Professional guidelines
Whether to ‘blow the whistle’ on a colleague who disregards the wishes of a patient to
be resuscitated because she had signed a previous advance directive asking not to be
resuscitated.
Issues
• ‘Whistle-blowing’ on colleagues
• Patient advocacy
• Autonomy
• Professional guidelines
Whether to report a taxi driver, recently diagnosed with epilepsy and who continues to
drive, to the authorities.
Issues
• Professional guidelines
• Patient’s legal requirement
• Beneficence and non-maleficence vs autonomy > paternalism
• Duty to society –> justice
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